
AMERICAN PSYCHO LITERARY ANALYSIS PROJECT

Ellis' American Psycho is an iconic novel, long considered controversial. American Psycho study guide contains a
biography of Bret Easton Ellis, literature essays, a complete e-text, quiz questions, major themes, characters, and a full
summary and analysis. These papers were.

This is satire, and in satire there are no individuals, only types. Reese Witherspoon plays the gloriously ditzy
air head of a girlfriend that Bateman has. He is also portrayed as a hippy hater, always considering them to be
less than him, the less fortunate are that way because they want to be, he has no sympathy at all for others. The
running metaphor is one of a culture succumbing to a materialist consumerism that destroys society by
eradicating its human values in favour of an obsession with image. In a different semantic sphere, American
businessmen commit the same atrocities as Bateman does and face exactly the same amount of repercussions -
absolutely none. It is everywhere. And when he kills people, the descriptions in the book are truly awful. The
bizarre and horrifying tale of Patrick Bateman serves as both a condemnation and a warning to American
society, particularly the establishment of capitalism. The objective of pornography is to produce sexual
arousal. So is the world, increasingly. Nobody could believe them capable of the corporate cannibalism which
they daily pursue. Yuppie in deed! In the end, he faces no consequences for his unforgivable crimes, and
readers are left to conclude he possess every intention of continuing to feed his psychotic appetite at the
expense of more unsuspecting victims. This truism is only worth restating as many people still childishly insist
on confusing protagonists with their authors. The restaurant meals in American Psycho are never the same
twice, but the business of detailing those meals is solemnly repetitious. American Psycho relies on running
jokes, being all about repetition. He makes fun of other ethnicity's when he considers them lower than him.
The book directly compares the power-longing, money-grubbing tendencies of the American WASPish elite to
mental dysfunction. She squeezed out a magnificent performance from Bale! Sometimes things are only funny
because they are always happening. When he does notice, Bateman can even be rather pleased to be taken for
another. I recall, around the time of its publication, having an argument with a female friend about the
violence towards women in the novel. Firstly, Bateman's allegiance to the corporate system serves as Ellis'
commentary on American consumerism and the establishment of capitalism. She ignores that their relationship
is non existent and instead chooses to plan their wedding. Director Mary Harron delivered a stylish and slick
looking film, appropriately cold looking. And kudos to Harron, this is a woman directing a film about a guy
who treats woman with complete disdain; it took guts for a woman to make this film. Therefore, Easton Ellis
was correct to be as graphic as possible in the dismemberment scenes. He gets misrecognised himself â€” a
joke because it is always happening, often unremarked by the narrator. That could be on a spectrum ranging
from total disgust to detached indifference, perhaps even to perverse fascination. The first important thing to
remember about American Psycho is that everything within the novel is completely constructed, based on the
culture surrounding the time during which the book was written. Various things drive Bateman insane, among
them his intense hatred for homosexuals. One can only conclude that Ellis harbors some deep-seated hatred
and must have experienced a great deal of pain in his life. They dismiss his garish recounting of his sadistic
exploits - murder, rape, and torture - as jokes. The novel was born from a place of unbearable pain, but Ellis
successfully turned his painful experiences into beautiful art which raises some important questions which
people need to address. Another crucial commentary to be made based upon American Psycho is about social
expectations. Since no one Bateman knows bothers to know him, he is able to slide deeper and deeper into this
dark, sadistic place in his mind. They never call him by his real name, a common theme through out both the
book and the movie. The best running jokes are evidence of human helplessness â€” the inability to stop doing
certain things, or escape the same situation. But were not talking about a simple slasher film here that makes
heroes out of the bad guys, this is a film that means to comment on real issues dealing with the world were
living in. The novel is a sequence of restaurant meals, parties and clubs â€” interrupted by episodes of
psychopathic violence for which the novel has become infamous and bouts of heartless sexual athleticism.
They keep confusing each other with other people, which gels perfectly well with the fact that Bateman feels
he has no actual distinguishable personality. Bateman's sadistic exploits are metaphors for corporate fat-cats in
America today.


